NEW

SUNSHINE PHONICS

Decodable Books

New Australian Series with real stories using words that children can read!

Sunshine Phonics

Sunshine Decodables – Phonics Overview

Decodable Books
New Australian series with real stories using words that
children can read.

The program teaches children phonics skills in a sequential and systematic way
so that they can learn the sounds (phonemes) and the letters
that represent them (graphemes) and then practise and apply
this knowledge through reading a text that makes sense. This
ensures that every beginning reader will experience success in
their reading from their very first book!
The program features:

Teaching the 44 Phonemes of English
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• Decodable vocabulary with some high-frequency words
• Enjoyable stories

SET 4

• Systematic progression for learning the sounds (phonemes)
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and the letters that represent them (graphemes)
• Full-colour illustrations to support meaning
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• The first 50 books feature characters from
the same family along with their pets

SET 6

and friends.

Phonemes
Graphemes

Australian Series

Key Series Author – Paul George
We need to ensure that all children experience success as they begin the exciting journey of
learning to read. The right teaching and the right resources can make all the difference.
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The first three sets of the program cover 23 phonemes of English.
• There are 10 books in each set (30 total).
• Sets 1–3 introduce all consonants and short vowels.
• Sets 1–3 focus is on predominantly VC and CVC words and a few tricky words.

SET 1

The next four sets of the program cover 21 phonemes of English.
• There are 10 books in each set (40 total).
• Sets 4–5 introduce consonant digraphs, vowel digraphs and trigraphs and adjacent consonants.
• Sets 6–7 introduce new graphemes for known phonemes.

SET 4

Phonemes: s a t p i n m d

Phonemes: th/th ch ng sh ai ee igh oa oo/oo
High-frequency words:
that this then them
with see went from
just help

High-frequency
words:
in it at am and
did Dad

Tricky Words:
we, me, as. all, was,
you, they. are, have, out

Tricky Words:
I is the

SET 5
SET 2

Phonemes: ar or ur ow oi ear air ure er
High-frequency words:
down it’s, now

Phonemes: g o b h e r f u l
High-frequency
words:
on get up big
Mum got had
not but

Tricky Words:
so, do, oh, there, said,
your, one

SET 6

Alternative Graphemes

Tricky Words:
go no to A/a
his into has of

SET 3

Tricky Words:
come, what, people, put,
could, some, when, like,
here, called, were, asked

Phonemes: c k ck j qu v w x y z zz ff ll ss
High-frequency
words:
will off can
Tricky Words:
too she he be
my for her

Sets 1–3 Single Pack $180
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High-frequency words:
look, saw, make, day, very,
by, don’t, children, looked,
made

Sets 1–3 Guided Reading Pack $780

SET 7

Alternative Graphemes
High-frequency words:
came, house, little, about,
I’m
Tricky Words:
Mr, Mrs, their
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Sunshine Phonics

In Set 3, double letters are
introduced.

Decodable Books
New Australian Series with real stories using words that children can read!
Real Stories
While the Sunshine Phonics books are decodable texts, they are also real stories! The stories
follow the adventures of Nat, Dan and Sam and their pets and friends. All young children can
relate to the fun storylines and always enjoy the humorous endings.

Words Children Can Read

In Set 3, two-syllable decodable
words are introduced.

The Sunshine Phonics books allow students to practise their developing phonic knowledge by
reading books that only include the sounds that they have learnt. Some tricky words (not easily
decodable high-frequency words) are also learnt as these words are necessary for any story.
The result is reading success for all children!

Clear, colourful illustrations to
support the text and storyline

Real stories featuring the same key
characters – Dan, Nat and Sam

Some “tricky words” are introduced.
These are high-frequency words that
are not easy to decode at this stage.

Decodable text featuring
mostly CVC words in Sets 1–3.

Large, well-spaced text
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Consonant digraphs are
introduced in Set 4.

Adjacent consonants are
introduced from Set 4.

Each book in Sets
4 and 5 has a focus
digraph or trigraph.
In this book it is the
trigraph /igh/.
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Sunshine Phonics

Teaching Notes
At the end of each book, teachers
will find a summary of teaching
points for Before Reading and
After Reading. This includes:

Decodable Books
TEACHING SUPPORT

• the list of focus phonemes
• words to blend

Inside Front Cover

• vocabulary

The inside front cover of each
book provides the Before
Reading focus for the children.
Here they will review the sounds
they have learnt and practise
blending those sounds to make
the words that they will meet in
the story.

• pre-reading discussion
• comprehension
• fluency

Tricky Words are also reviewed as
children will need to know these
by sight at the early stages.

Other Support Materials

Sets 1–3 Guided
Reading Pack
Scope and Sequence
A Scope and Sequence
Chart is available to
download from our
website. This provides
a clear overview of the
program with the teaching
focus for each book along
with the words used in
each book.

The Sunshine Alphabet Flash Cards are ideal for use
when introducing new phonemes and graphemes.
There are 26 double-sided laminated cards. On one
side is the lower-case letter and illustration and on
the other side is the capital letter and illustration.

$780
That’s only
$5.20 per book!

Sets 4–7 Guided
Reading Pack

$1200
That’s only
$6.00 per book!
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Teachers’ Books
In addition to the summary of teaching
points provided in each book, we also
offer two comprehensive Teachers’ Books.
Each Teacher’s Book includes:
• Phonics Overview for the whole program
• Scope and Sequence
• Explicit Guided Reading Teaching Notes
• Photocopiable Activity Pages for every
book
• Word Banks
• Assessment
Assessment
(Teacher sheet)

Teaching notes

Assessment
(Student sheet)
Word Banks

Activity sheets
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ORDER FORM – DELIVERY END NOVEMBER
SETS 1–3

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Single Pack Sets 1–3

1 x 30 titles

Guided Reading Pack Sets 1–3

5 x 30 titles

$180
$780
SAVE 20%
$65

1 x 26 cards

$15

Single Pack Sets 4–7

1 x 40 titles

Guided Reading Pack Sets 4–7

5 x 40 titles

$280
$1200
SAVE 20%
$65

Single Pack Sets 1–7

1 x 70 titles

$460

Guided Reading Pack Sets 1–7

5 x 70 titles

$1980

Teachers’ Book Sets 1–3
Alphabet Flash Cards

QTY

TOTAL

SETS 4–7

Teachers’ Book Sets 4–7
COMPLETE PROGRAM SETS 1–7

Teachers’ Book Sets 1–3

$65

Teachers’ Book Sets 4–7

$65

Alphabet Flash Cards

1 x 26 cards

$15

CHARGE FORWARD OPTION – Tick here if you would like to
receive your order this term, but not pay until February 2021.

Freight $14.30
Total $

SCAN AND EMAIL YOUR ORDER TO sales@sunshinebooks.com.au
OR ORDER ONLINE AT www.sunshinebooks.com.au
FREEPHONE: 1800 244 542
School: __________________________________________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Position: _________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
State: ____________________________________________ Postcode: ______________________
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________

Prices are correct as at September 2020 but are subject to change without notice. All prices include GST.

Sunshine Multimedia (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 64 078 729 709 PO Box 139 Thomastown VIC 3074

022463b

School Order Number (if required): _________________________________________________

